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Since the onset of COVID-19 pandemic, researchers and clinicians in the radiation oncology sector have
been paying attention to the supply of radiotherapy (RT) and the safeguard of patients, with regard to their
infectious status. Based on the experience in two RT departments in Apulia (Brindisi and Barletta), we argue
that the Italian guidelines currently in place are by far inadequate to ensure staff and patients safety and
should be strengthened with urgency.
On March 11, the staff of the RT department of Brindisi was informed that three patients coming from
medical oncology ward were found COVID19-positive. One of them had received RT treatment the previous
month, on the 18th February, and it unclear whether, at that time, he was already COVID19-positive.
Moreover, some Health Care Workers (HCW) from our staff met daily the other two patients between 2-6
March, without personal protection equipment (PPE). It should be noted that surgical masks for HCW in
this department have been available only since March 9 (1); in another RT department (Barletta), PPE have
been provided since March 10th (surgical mask and PPF2, cap, disposable gowns, glasses, glowes and shoe
covers) and, since 14th March, visors and video training for the staff on the use of PPEs.
According to the guidelines of the Italian Radiotherapy Society (AIRO), a screening of the patients afferent
to RT Departments is prescribed, consisting of temperature measurement and an anamnestic exam about
respiratory symptoms and suspicious contacts (2). As per the Italian Health Ministry guidelines concerning
staff protection, all HCWs – not specifically in radiation oncology, but generally in outpatient basis – are
prescribed to uses PPE as mask FFP2, gloves, gowns and glasses only during the examination of patients
with respiratory symptoms (3). These indications, both the scientific guidelines from AIRO and the
legislative provisions, are probably grounded on a rather weak assumption: temperature and anamnestic
collection are sufficient to avoid the entrance of COVID-19 positive patients in an RT Dept. Unfortunately,
this is not the case.
In Brindisi RT department on 23rd March 2020, after her 5th daily RT session, a 30-year Hodgkin Lymphoma
patient informed us she has been quarantined because her mother, a nurse, was found COVID-19 positive.
The treatment was stopped according to national guidelines (2); subsequently, on March 31st, we were
informed her test was positive. At the moment of writing (April 18), the patient is expected to resume, after
two further tests resulted negative. It should be noted that before stopping the irradiation, she had already
been treated to the mediastinum with a cumulative dose of 10 Gy: despite the patient was screened
according to the abovementioned guidelines, these were insufficient to prevent the start of the treatment,
exposing both the patient and the staff. Conversely, if she had been tested before the radiotherapy start,
the treatment would have not been started and the risk of sever pneumonia lowered.
In Barletta RT department, on the 9th of April, a 66-year-old patient at her 28th out of 30 daily session of RT
on the scalp for skin cancer informed her husband resulted COVID-19 positive after hospitalization for
diarrhea. She was immediately quarantined and tested and the therapy interrupted. The first test was
negative, but it should be repeated because the hypothesis of infection cannot be ruled out with just one

test (4). In this case, the RT treatment had almost been completed but we wonder how these cases should
be managed, especially when patients are at the beginning of the treatment. Meanwhile, tests for all RT
patients before treatment have been requested to the local management.
The large variability of the number of tests performed in Italy and the delay in the communication of the
results (3-5 days on March 19th but our experience says of more days) (5) is not a good reason for not
testing oncologic patients before antineoplastic treatment. The Health Ministry Recommendations state
indeed that oncologic patients have higher risk (up to 4 times) of getting COVID-19 infection and more
severe prognosis than normal population (6). We deem this should become integral part of the informed
consent for RT therapy.
Moreover, it struck us with surprise that AIRO suggests nothing different than clinical screening for patients
arriving to RT departments. The same applies to the first reports from Italian regions (Lombardy and
Piedmont) with figures of incidence of SARS-COV-2 closest to those of China: one of them (7) considers the
situation of treating patient suspected or COVID-19-positive and the other (8) states that in positive
anamnestic case they provide surgical mask to the patient and do not stop the treatment. The treatment of
suspected (not to mention positive) patients is highly risky, for both the staff personnel and the patient
herself. RT treatments may have a negative impact on the patients’ immune system, thus causing the
potential mortality rate for such patients to skyrocket. It is indeed impossible, in the situations described in
the mentioned papers, to determine whether the patient was positive during the RT treatment. It is
moreover unclear whether such risks were mentioned within the informed consent form.
The experiences we read about from Chinese colleagues may provide some useful tips. In what is likely the
first report on radiotherapy from Wuhan (China) (9), the screening procedure for HCW is described:
“According to the COVID-19 diagnosis guidelines, the staff returning to work must be screened for the
disease. Only those cleared the screening could return to posts”. Furthermore “before returning to posts,
the staff receives training to learn about COVID-19 prevention and protection. The staff learns the
protection level of their corresponding role, the appropriate PPE for the role […] as well as the dons and
doffs”. The radiotherapy center was zoned into different contamination levels and periodically disinfected
following corresponding frequencies and protocols. Patients used surgical masks under the thermoplastic
mask for cranial or head-and-neck cancer. Moreover, patients radiotherapy are screened for COVID-19 and
“Only patients for whom COVID-19 has been ruled out can receive the treatment” (9). Before receiving
radiotherapy, the patient is informed of the risk of cross-contamination during treatment and signs the
informed consent.
Furthermore the evidence that «SARS-COV-2 has a high transmissibility rate in indoor environments

and, therefore, asymptomatic patients admitted in the hospitals without respiratory symptoms
have probably propagated the virus to unaware and unprotected health operators in departments
other than infectious diseases.» (10) confirms our beliefs.
Based on the experience in the two Apulian departments and on the literature considered, we provide the
following recommendation for admission and treatment of RT patients, in the current situation:
1. Every patient must undergo COVID-19 test before starting treatment (2 samples 24 hours apart)
associated with serologic test;
2. If the treatment lasts more than one week, the test must be repeated weekly;
3. No patient must be admitted to the treatment with uncertain test;
4. The staff dedicated to clinical evaluation and treatment of patients have to wear PPE with all
patients, as asymptomatic transmission cannot ruled out with the current information;
5. The staff must be tested at least monthly.

There are indeed evidences strongly suggesting that all patients must undergo COVID-19 test before
starting RT and, likely, during the treatment. Moreover, staff should wear PPE presuming all patients may
be COVID-19 positive. Finally, the patients must be informed, with a dedicated consent form, about the risk
of infection attending a RT department and of the increased mortality risk in case of COVID-19 infection.
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FIGURE 1: Technologists during the patient positioning with PPE (FFP2, visor, cap, gowns, gloves) The
patient wears surgical mask under the immobilization device.
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